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Theamplitude
of elasticshockwavesin Arkansas
novaculite
is observed
to decrease
at a

rateof ,•3.3kb/mmfor shock
propag•.tion
pathlengths
of 6 to 12mm.Theamplitude
of

thefinalshockstatein the experiments
is heldnearthe 155-kbpressure
level.A totalvariationof elasticshockwaveamplitude(ttugoniotelasticlimit) of ,•40 kb (from 110to 70
kb) is observed
in •1 cm of shocktravel. The intrinsicattenuationterm in a constitutive

equation
for a stress-relaxing
elastoplastic
materiMis foundto accountfor ,•90% of the observed
peakpressure
attenuationof the elasticshock,as comparedwith the •10% whichis
predicted
from the instantaneous
elasticshockprofile.The ttugoniotelasticlimits of Sioux

andEureka
quartzites,
whichwerenotasintensively
studied
astheArkansas
novaculite,
are

alsofoundto decrease
with shockpropagation
pathlength.
INTRODUCTION

sion without internal rearrangement
taking
place in the material at the shockfront.

Whena largepressure,p.. is appliedsuddenly
As the recordingtechniquesusedin deterio the planebo•dary of a rock or other type
mining profiles of shock waves in solidshave
ofsolidhavinga normal pressure-volume
curve,
beenrefinedit has becomepossibleto record
theshockwave disturbancethat propagatesin
a
decrease
of elasticshockwaveamplitudein
thex directionforms, in certain stressranges,
two shock wave fronts. The first shock wave

front,which has the greater propagationvelocity U•, is called the elastic shock wave or
elasticprecursor.This shock is assumedto en-

rockswith increasing
propagation
path length
whenthe finalshockstateis at somenearlyconstant value. The decreasein elastic shock wave

amplitudewith increasingpropagationpath
length
is of specialsignificance
for a planewave
compass
materialwhichis initially at rest (parsystem because,in general,when the elastic
ticlevelocityu --- 0) and at zeropressure(p, =
shockis drivenby a seconddeformafional
shock
p, - 0); the shockfransformsthis material into
in two or three dimensions,
the attenuationis
theelasticshocksta!e. (The y directionis perspreading.
In onedimension,
pendicular
to the shockpropagationdirection.) dueto geometrical
however,the geometrically
producedattenuaTheelasticshockstate has a particlevelocity tion is absent and the decreasein elastic shock
u -- • andlongitudinalcompresslye
stressp, -amplitudemust reflecta property of the rock
p•.The second,
or deformational,
shockfront, rather than be a result of a limitation in the
propagating
at a slowervelocity U• with reenergy available from the shock source.This
spect
to laboratorycoordinates,
bringslhe rock
from the elastic shock state to the deformariohalor final shock state. The secondshock

intrinsic amplitude decrease (or attenuation)
of the

elastic shock wave

has been named

elastic wave siress relaxation. In some cases a

frontimparisa particlevelocityu -- u• and
longitudinal
stressp, ----p.. to the rock.The pronouncedincreasein elasticshockwave amp-

litude with increasingfinal shockstate has been
called
thet!ugoniotelasticlimit and is believed observed when the shock propagation path
to representthe maximum stress that a rock length was fixed. Both an increasein elastic
or other solid material can withstand under shock wave amplitude with increasingfinal

amplitudeof the first shock front is often

conditions
of rapid one-dimensional
compres-

shock state and a decrease in elastie shock wave
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Fig. 1. Plane wave inclined-mirror streak photograph, shot 10,348. (a) Arkansas novaculite specimenlayout. (b) Ilesulting streak camera record showingelastic and deformational
shockwave arrivals. •'or slit 3, times indicated by to, t•, and t_ocorrespondto incident shock
arriving at driver-plate free surface, elastic shock arriving at specimen free surface, and det'ormatmnalshock arriving at specimenfree surfitce.Inclined-mirror cutoff angles q,• and •...
are used to determine the specimenfr•e-surface velocities imparted by elastic an,! •l•'format.ional sheel,s, respectively.

amplitude with inere:tsing shock propagation
distance are observed indirectly in Itugoniot
determinations in nonporousreeks and minerals
[Ahre?•sa',d Grcgson,1964]. Strong indications
of this phenomenonh:tve been observedin other
brittle mediums--single-crystalquartz [Wackerle, 19•2; Fowles, 1961], magnesium oxide
[Ahre•s, 1966], barium titanate [Doran,
and single-crystalgermanturn [Duvall, 19133].
It has also been observedin body-centeredcubic metals such as Armco iron [Taylor and
Rice, 1963].

wave propagation with both inclined mirr.
and wedges. The techniques, which sret
scribed briefly here, are explained in detail
Ahre•s a•d Grcgson[19134].
By using either the incli•cd-mirror or:
wedge method we can measure lhe shock
particle velocities associated with the etas'
shockstate, U, and % and thoseassociated
the deformational shock sta.le, U._,and •t•.I
Rankine-I-Iugoniotconservationeq•mtiens

EXPERI•lrENTS

Arkansas

novaculite

and Sioux

and Eureka

quartzites were chosenfor studying the variation in I•Iugoniot elastic limit becauseprevious
experimentation,some of which wa.sperformed
before recognitionof the •tress-relaxationphenomenon, indicated that their elastic limits
varied from 50 to 100 kb. Also, •he grain size
(0.01 mm in Arkansas noYaculite, 0.1 mm in
Sioux quartzile) is small compared with the
shockprop:•gationpath lengths.
The variation of the elastic shock amplitude
can be observedby (1) ¾aryingthe amplitude
of the final shock state or (2) varying the
specimen thickness (shock propagation path
length) while holding the final shockstate constant. We used apl•roaeh (2) because Ihe experiments are simpler and data can easily be

relate shock stress p (norm:tl to shuck

density p, shock velocity U, and particle•
locity 'u across the shock front xxl•cnthe
dium is brought from state a to state b.

stitution of subscripts0, 1, and 2 in th•
equationswill refer to the initial zero presto
state, the elasticshockstate, and the deform
riohal shockstate, respectively.
In the inclined-mirrorexperiments(Figt:
1), specimenshaving thicknesses
varyingfr•_
3 to 13 mm were mounted on 19-ram-thick o.

aluminum driver plates. Plane shockway,
nearly flat-toppedin pressureprofile,were,
ducedin the driver plates by a plane
generatorinitiating a detonationin a combin..t.

tion of high-explosive
padsconsisting
of 1;•
of composition
t3-3followedby 51 mm of

obtained and comparedby observingplane tol. Flat and inclined mirrors mounted on
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spectively.
Dispersion
of the rarefaction
ware
(assumed
to propagateat U/) is neglected.
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0
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EssentiallyidenticalHugoniotstateswere4.
culatedusingseveralmodelsfor material]z

Sioux Quartzite

Less Eeltable Data

Isothermal
Hydrastat

_

(Brideman,1948)
Deformatmnol
HuganCot

haviorwhichwerethought
lo be reasonable;

Sin•le- Crystal Quartz

eachof thesegivesriseto differentformulas
for
Ug and U•. The assumptionthat the disturg
ance which reverberatesbetweenthe freesur.
faceand the oncoming
secondshocktravels
a•
a localvelocityequalto the initial elasticsh0c}

•oo

-•-

velocity5deldsihe followingsimplerelations:

•

= U', + m,',
Equations4 and 5 are usedin (3) to calculate
U.•,and from this the deformafionalshockstate
is determinedby applicationof the impedane+
Fig. 2. ]:[ugoniotpoints for Arkansasnovaculite and Siouxand Eureka quartzitesobtainedin matching method [Rice e• al., 1958]. Elasti•
and deformaiional Hugoniot states obta•ed for
the stress-relaxationexperiments.
0.50

0.32

0.34

0.36

0.58

SpecificVolume,
cm3/<l

Arkansas novaculite and Sioux and Eureh

driverplateandspecimen
wereilluminated
by quartzites using the plane wave method
an explosive
light sourceso that the transit given • Table 1 and are plotted in Figure2
times of both shocksthrough the specimen relative to the Hugoniot [Wackerle, 1962]
(thickmess,
d) and hencethe shockvelocities •sothermal [B•dgman, 1948] data for single
phne
could be measured.The velocities,%t, and crystalsof quartz. In the pressure-volume
•r,, that eachof the shocks
impartedto the the present data are definitely in agreema•
specimen
freesurfacewerealsomeasured.
The wiih, although scattered about, the Hugo•0t
driver plate free-surface
velocitywasmeasured data for single-crystalquartz.
with another inclined mirror.
The plane wave wedgetechnique (Figure3)
was
usedin three shots.This tec•ique pe•ts
The particle velocity associated
with the
elastic shock stale in the rock is obtained by detersnation of the shock and particle v•iusing the free-surfaceapproximationu• ---• ties, and hence shock pressure,of the ela•ic

u•r,/2 [Rice st al., I95S]. Sincethe shockand
particlevelocitiesand the initial densitypoare
?mown,(1) and (2) are usedto determinepressureand densityof the elasticshockstate.The
deformafional(second)velocity is calculated

shock front as the disturbance propagate

through a specimenof variable thickess.
•wo of theseexperimentsthe rate of ch•ge
particle velocity beh•d the elastic shock(before arrival of a deformafional shock) was

from the arrival time (t.•) of a secondshockat proximately determined. This technique
the free surface,the propagationspeedU/ of pearsmore useful in giv•g the change• the
the rarefactionwave producedby the reflec- Hugoniot elastic limit with shock propagati•
tion of the elastic shock at the free surface, path length than in measur•g its absolute
and the speedof the oncomingdeformational value.
shock U• after it has interacted with this rarefaction wave [Fowles,1961].

=

u'[g+

to)+

Differentt•es of light-reflect•gmetal
were a•xed (Table 2) •o the rock specima

t,)]+ u'ato)-

tO

where•oand • are the arrival times of the in-

wedgesin these exper•ents. The light •

cidentshockat the driverplate-specimen
•ter-

reflectedin the metal strips of an explosiv•

face and at the upper specimensurface,re-

grid light sourceis recordedby a streakcame•
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Fig. 3. Pl:me wave wedgeexperiment.(a) .kssemblyis viewed along slits 1 and 2 by
streakcamera. (b) Streak camera record showinggrid lines displacedfirst by elastic shock
and then by deformational shock.

(Figure
3). For eachtypeof metalstripthe

precedingdeformational shockswith amplitudes

relationof the deflectionof the light image, of about 155 kb. The mean decay rate of 3.3
which is a measure of free-surface velocity kb/mm can be compared with the •-alue 1.4

[Ahr•s a•zdGreqso•,19•4], andthe particle kb/mm, at a lay'el of 40 kb reported for twovelocityin the underlyingrock must be ex-

dimensionalgeometryby Dttvall [1964]. Though

aminedat different times. For simplicity the

the two

velocity
a• the free surfaceof the metal is assumed
to be equalto twice the particle velocity

rectly compared because of material and geometry differences, it may be consideredsig-

t,i the metal.

nificant

The quality of the record for shot 10,4•4,
with a polishedaluminumreflectingstrip, was

of magnitude. The effect of this difference on

the bestof the three shots fired. The free-surface

the

different

that

relaxation

measurements

eazmot be di-

the results are of the same order
time

is to

reduce

it

from

the

value 2.0 /•sec, reported by DuvaI1 [I96-•], to
velocitymeasuredearrespondsto the shock approximately 0.7/•see.
tr:msmittedh•to the aluminum by incidenceof
In shot 10,-•65, rlze particle velocity experithe elastic wave in the novaeulite on the
mentally obtained for the 0.152-ram-thicksteel
novaculite-aluminum interface
because the
strip (shim) is assumedto earrespondto the
altmfinumis thick enough (8.2 mm) for the re- state F (Figure 4) achieved in the steel by
verberation time of a disturbance in the metal
transmissionof a steady shock at the specimento be long (•-.1 /,see) comparedwith the time steel interface. This assumptionis made because
in which the wave profile is measured (0.2 the initial displacementof the grid image used
,ttsec).
Specimenparticle velocitiesare obtained in calculating the steel free-surfacevelocity remained nearly steady for 0.0-• t•sec after its
graphically(Figure 4).
Sincethe elasticshockis actually attenuating, initial displacement.This time is of the same
the shockpressureinferred from the aluminum order as that (0.0O t[see) required for the
will be slightly lower than that, in the rock. shock, reflected at the steel free surface, to
Because
of the close impedancematching be- reflect at the rock-steel interface and again artween the aluminum
and elastic states in
rive at the free surface.Specularreflectivity of
Arkansasnovaeulite, the measured ttugonio• the steel is lost upon the apparent arrival of
this (first) reverberation.For this shot the
elasticlimi• and its decreasewith shock propagation path length are insensitive to errors crosscurve of the novaculite is again approxiarisingfrom the straight-line cross-curveas- mated by a straight line of slope --poU, in
order to infer the specimenstate S from the
sumption.
The I-Iugoniotelastic limits shown in Figure state F measured for the steel strip. The true
5 and Table 3 all earrespondto elastic waves form of the cross curve is un-known,and, be-
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T_kBLE 3. Hugoniot ]Elastic Limit versus
PropagationDistancefor .krkansasNovaculite
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Fig.4. Relation of shock stress-particlevelocitycurvesof the light-reflectingmetal strips
to rock elastic tIugoniot state. Intersection of
line of slope--poU• drawn through determined
statesF or .4, correspondingto steel or alumi-

throughorigin determines(unknown) state S in

causeof the large differencein shock impedances,this approximationmay give rise to

a significant
error in the v'alueobtained
•œor
thettugoniotelasticlimit. The two analysesof
shot 10,465 (Figure 6) differ becauseof
usuallylarge uncertainties in the measured
angleof grid image displacement (_+1ø) and
camera
magnification(nearly 2%).
10,465
In shot 10,280, the displacementsof the reflectedgrid imagesseen in the 0.051-ram-thick
•4o- i
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Length,
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Fig.5. •ugoniotelastic
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shockinitialarrivalof a shock
at thesteelfreesurfrom
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0.02-/•secintervals, until the pressureis reduced
to and the particle velocity is increasedto thai
correspondingto a, steady shock in the underlying rock. The differencesbetweenthe specimen releaseadiabatswhich are centeredat, for
example,statesF and A of Figure 4 are neg-

Fig. 8. Diagram of streak camera record

elasticshockarrivalfor wedgeexperiment.
Angle

v and imagedisplacements
x determineshock
an.d

particlevelocityat a seriesof positions
onwedge,
respectively.Decrease in particle velocity behind

elasticshockis calculatedby usinggridimage
streak angle

in Figure 6, is such that no really reliablein.
terenceas to decay rate can be made.
Two plane wave inclined-mirror shotswi•
specimensof Sioux and Eureka quartziteswe•
fired to obtain the variation in Hugoniotelasti•

limit with shock propagation path leng•

(Table I and Figure 7). Differencesfromt•
Arkansas
novaculitecurve are suggested
by
optical system,thesewave arrivals are not sepdata
but
cannot
be
reliably
inferred
because
of
arately recorded.A gradual rise in displacethe
small
number
of
points
and
their
seaits.
ment lasting 0.05 /•sec (2 to 3 reverberations)
is recorded,however.The image displacements If differencesdo exist, they may be related
after that time interval are assumedto repre- differencesin grain size--about 0.01 mm for
sent the free-surfacevelocity that would be novaculiteand 0.1 mm for Siouxquartzite.
The rate at which the particle velocityin
achievedby the rockif the reflectingstrip were
rock
changesbehind the elastic shock front
not present.The scatterof thesedata, as shown
lected. Because of the time resolution of the

before arrival
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also be determined by the optical-lever
cordingmethod. In a coozdinatesystemmoving with the local particlevelocity,the chang•
of particle velocity, du/dt, is assumedto
proportionalto the rate of changeof flee-surfacevelocityof the reflectingmetalstrip
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to the rock.The rate of changeof particle
w
locity can then be approximatelyrelated
the angle• of the displaced
grid imagestre•
(Figure8) by [AhrensandRuderman,1965]

s•& •[o•
]e• •elisb]e

i
d--•'
• -- v•'•'"
\4hMz
+ 0u,.'
20z/
(The subscript1, representing
the first
state,hasbeendropped.)The angleO• isa!•
relatedto the rotationof the entirespeeulafiy:
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reflecting
freesurface.This rotationis the resuitof the decrease
in free-surface
velocity

along
thewedge
facein the direction
z of increasing
specimen
thicknessJ
The angularvelocity
of thefreesurfaceis equalto the gradi-
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dY? dp,-- dp,
(9)
For an elastoplastic
material,Y will be related
to thedeformational
strainby

entof the free-surfacevelocity aur,/Oz (the
Theelastoplasti½
direction
z is approximatelyperpendicularto where• is theshearmodulus.
by (10) is onein wMchlhe
the free-surfacevelocity), IV is the streak behaviorrepresented
camera
writing rate, h the distancefrom the total one-•mensionalstroh e• is a sum of an

straincomponent,
the
gridlightsource
lo the reflecting
surface,
and elasticanddeform•tional
nonetdilatation.
Uponnoting
•1I•thestreakcameramagnificationof the grid latterrepresenting
hyCoimages.
U,•p'represents
the apparentvelocity that de• = dp/pandthat theequivalent

• = (2p, • p•)/3, we substitute
withwhichrarefactionwaves traveling behind staticpressure
the elasticshock intersect the free surface and (9) and (10) into (8):
isgivenby

U,p,'is assumedto be constantfor the time
interval
(0.2•sec) in whichthe changein partidevelocityis to be determined.

W•, the irreversible
workperu•t massresulting from deformational
flow, can be related

the plasticstr•n by dW• = Yde,•/p. Combi•ng t•s functionand (11) showsthat F is

related to the rate at w•ch irreversible work is
Theratesof particlevelocitydecrease
given performed on the me•um:

forshot10,280in Table2 represent
the lowest,
highest,
and approximateaverageof the observed
values.For shot10,464:,
valuesof du/dt The theory accounts for attenuation of an
were
obtained
onlyfor the tracesthat appeared elasticshockwave by peritrig the material
tobeleastdisturbedby fluctuationsin the wave hitia•y to suppo• a higher-than-equi•brim
profries.
The scatterin thesevaluesof du/dt value of shear stress. After the elastia shock
suggests
that extraordinarycare and more ad- front has passedthrough• dementof rock,
vanced
techniques
will be requiredif more than the shear stress with• the element is reduced
thesignand magnitudeof this parameterare loward an eq•librim v•ue (which is pretobeobtained
experimentally.
stoably the static value) by a plasticor fracture process,and fo•ard-travel•g

T:gEORY

rarefaction

waves generated Mihin the material overtake

the shockfront•d reduceitsamp•tude.
A constitutive
relationfor a stress-relaxing

solidof lhe form

In the earlierwork of Duvall [I964] a
of attenuation measurements made •

dpx/dt- a•(dp/dt)-- --F

(8)

has
been
proposed
by Duvall[1964].I-Icrca is
thespeed
of elasticcompression
wavesin mate-

two-di-

mensional
geometrywere•terpreted by a onedimensionaltheory, and a relaxationtime
was calculated,assum•gF = --•p•/T, where
Ap, representsthe •fferenee between instantan-

rialofdensity
pandF isa function
determining
eous and equilibrium stress.Three flaws h this
therateof approach
to stress
equilibrium,
hterpretationare' (a) the geometryof expefiherein
calledthe material'sintrinsicattenuation

menl and lhe hterpretation &d nol match;

function.
In thematerial
model
represented
by
to assm• a •artieu•r
(S),•, and•2 aretotalanddeformational
strain (b) it was necessary

form of the f•etion F; (c) it wasnecessary

inthex (shock
propagation)
direction,
respec-assme thai the equilibfim curve for •ia•al
tively.
Theincremental
yieldstrength
of this strah is •o•. In the preseniinterpretation,

materialis defined as

XThiseffectwaspointedout to us by G. R.
Fowles,
Stanford
Research
Institute.

flaw (a) is correctedand emphas•• placed
eala•latinga n•efiaal valueof P for a
tiaular experimental
siiuation.•suming (b)
and (c), we were able to hierpret theseresults

AI:IRENS
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in terms of T, and this was done for the data
plotted in Figure 5; we emphasize,however,
that

the value of ? determined here is inde-

pendent of assumptions(b) and (c). Recently
Taylor [1965] has describedstressrelaxationin
iron by relatingF in (8) to plasticshearstrain
and dislocationvelocity.

I)UVALL

Differentiation
of (21) along a shockfrm
gives

2u

1-- Dpff

The intrh•sic attenm•tion function F in (S)

(•

can be evaluated approximately in terms of
(1) and (2) fi•to (22) andapply.
data obtained in the shock experiments. The Substituting
speed
time derivativesalong both the elastic shock ing the definitionof the Hugoniotsound
and elastic particle paths are first, written, re•' = (Z)p•/z)o)•,•
(•t
speetively,as
and dividingby D• yields

(13)
and

_ [
•Dp•
½4)
Du I•
(U•--u)•]
Substituting(24) into (20) gives

d

O

O

_

Eliminating O/Or between (13) and (14) and
applying the resultant operatorto p• and u, respectively,yields

a•

{. a•p

Dpff Dt = dpx/dt q- (U -- 2d(OpffOx) (15)
The mass and momentum conservationequations written in Eu!erian

dp/dt -

coordinates are

-- p Ou/Ox

(17)

Op•/Ox = -- p du/dt
Substitution of dp•/dt from (15)
yields

Dp•
z>•_ a.O
•dp+ (v - •) • - •

}du
c!u

Dpx

- po[(U
- •)•- •o.1
• _

(•9)

Dp•, a:•p
(Dudu
I
- (u - •)p•7 - r
Eliminating U from (1) and (2) yields,for the
case of a single (elastic) shockwith the initial

UDt and

( U -u) '•

v

(U -- u)'"(1q- a?2a'"')q- a2/2

(s)

Eliminating au/&r between (16) and (17), inserting the result into the first term on the
right in (19), and inserting apJOx from (18)
into the secondterm in (19) yields

state taken at zero pressure,

Dt J

Rearrang•g (25) and using Dx =
(2) gives

(•s)
into

{

½6)
Equation 26 expressesthe decreasein elastic
shockstresswith propagationpath lengthin
terms of the pt;re of decrease of mass velocity
of the shocked materiM and the intrinsic attenuation function. A different form of this re-

sult has beenderivedby Harris [1950].With
the approximationsdescribedbelow, (26) permits the use of experimentaldata for evaluation of F and determination of the relative mag-

nitude of the two terms in the numeratorof

(26).

To calculate
F from experimental
values
of
du/dt and Dp•/Dx, it is necessaryto assume

valuesfor a and a'. Oneapproximation
whid
is convenient is

a • a' m U

½7)
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7his
isjustified
bytherelatively
smallincreasevided that the proper functionis chosenfor F
density
associated
withtheelastic
shock
state and relaxationin the shockfront can be neg-

(•8%)andbythedose
correspondence
ofthe lected.The questionwhetherthe elastoplastic
:elease
adiabatand elasticItugoniotcurve formulation can be applied to materialssuch

[Ahrens
andRuderman,
1965].
Using
(27),we
ßewrite(26) as

as rock which may yield by fracture rather
than by plastic flow shouldbe studied further.
SUi%I1VfARY
AND CONCLUSIONS

po(2,
u- u

(rr- u)-ø

Arkansas novaculite and Sioux and ]Eureka

Dp...•
• u- ,OV2
dt+ uV2
U F

quartzite specimens
shockedto • final (deformattonal)shockstate (near 1815kb) display

•ndsoMngfor F we get

decrease
in elasticshockamplitude(Hugoniot
elasticlimit) with increasing
shockpropagation
path length. In Arkansasnon.vaculite a decrease

•t the rate of 3.3 kb/mm in elasticshockamplitude for shockpropagationpath lengthsof 6
(29)

to 12 mm is observed. A total variation of 40

kb (from 110 to 70 kb) is measured.The
The intrinsic attenuation function F is eval-

uated
by usingthe valuesdu/dt and Dp•/Dx

Hugoniot elastic limits of Sioux and Eureka
quartzites (which are at the somewhat lower

fromTable2 in (29). Fortunately, F depends stresslevelsof 150to 70 kb and 70 to 80 kb, remoreon the values of Dp•/Dx than on the spectively) were less completelyinvestigated

values
of du/dt, which at present are poorly

but were also found to decrease with shock

determined.
The relative contribution

wedge-shaped
specimensin plane wave ge-

propagation path length. l•ieasurements on
to the observed

decrease
in elasticshockamplitudewith propa- ometry were used to infer the rate of particle
gation
distancecan be relatedto the terms on velocity decreasebehind the elastic shockfront
theright-hand
sideof (28). The first term gives for Arkansas novaculite.
thecontribution
to the decreasein shockpresDuvall [196•] hasproposeda theory describsureat the wave front resulting from the ing the attenuation of elasticshockwaves in an
change
in particle velocity behind the wave
front.The secondterm containing F is the
additional contribution

to the attenuation

of

shock
stress,which is not accomxted
for by the
particle
velocity profile at the precedinginstantof time. As is indicatedin Table 2, this
contribution
can accountfor 90% of the decrease
in peak pressurewith propagationdisrance.

elastoplasticmaterial. The observeddecreasein

elasticshockamplitudewith propagationpath
length is accountedfor by assumingthat the
shockedmaterial will momentarilysupporta
value of shear stresshigher than equilibrium.
As the shockfront passesthrough an element
of rock, the shear stress relaxes toward its

equilibriumvalue and rarefactionwaves generated within

the material

overtake

the wave

Thevalueof F most representative
of the
conditions
of theseexperimentsis believedto
beabout
40 kb//•sec.This corresponds
to the
results
shownin Figure 5. The valueusedfor

front and reduceits amplitude.The eonstitutive
relation is recast in a form that permits the
term correspondingto attenuation •o be estimated experimentally from (a) the observed
Dp,/i)x,-3.3 kb/mm, corresponds
to that decreasein elasticshockstresswith propagation
which
wouldbe inferred from the results of path length and (b) the rate at which a mass
plane
waveinclined-mirror
experiments
rather element changesits particle velocity immedithan
fromtheleast-squares
fit to shot10,464, ately after the passageof the elastic shock
front (before arrival of the deformationalshock
the
latter
yielding
--2.35kb/mm.
Themodel
proposed
by Duvallfor an elasto- front). The intrinsic attenuation term in
plastic
solid
involv/ng
the function
F is prob- vall's constitutive equation for w•ve propagaably
adequate
for describing
the decayof the tion is thus experimentallyevaluated.The rela-

elastic
precursor
in an elastoplastic
solid,pro-

tive contribution to the decrease in elastic shock
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P. W., The compression
of 39s•
amplitudefrom the forward-traveling
rarefac- Bridgman,
stances
to 100,000
kg/cm
'•, Proc.Am.A•
tion waves overtakingihe shockfront (correAris Sci., 76, 55-70, 1948.
spondingto an observable
particlevelocityde- Doran,D. G., Basicbehavior
of ferroelectric
crease behind the shock front) is compared
teriaIsunderexplosively
induced
shock
with the part of the attenuationresultingfrom
Stanford
Res.Inst.Pro].PGD-$•3•,Final
the attenuation term in the constitutive rela-

tion. It is found ihat the laiter term, corre-

spondingto the intrinsic attenuation,can accountfor 90% of the observeddecrease
of peak
pressureof the elasticshock.
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